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ABSTRACT 

After ratifying of Act 32 / 2002 about broadcasting, generating dispute between State 
institute that is Commission Broadcasting of Indonesia with government (Depkominfo). 
KPI as state institute having the character of independent have authority in management 
of broadcasting. The Act 32 / 2002 about broadcasting, explain expressly hit function, 
position, duty, and authority of institution the formation is based in Act 32 / 2002 about 
broadcasting. Difference of interpretation in meaning code law is  trigger born dispute 
him between State institution owning broadcasting area interest. KPI as independent State 
institute in charge in management of broadcasting felt the authority is taken to displace 
by broadcasting permission publication related government. If studied deeper KPI 
position in government, KPI represent State institution of auxiliary ( State supporter 
institute) commissioned to assist Parliament ( DPR) in running its duty  
 
Regulation of government formed to support to going into effect of the act 32 / 2002 
about broadcasting, after ratifying of regulation of government related to broadcasting 
evokes new troubleshoot is internationalized  broadcasting. Regulation of formed 
government to evaluated to unconstitutional 32 / 2002 about broadcasting, so that 
existence of regulation of related government regulation is assumed not valid. Every 
formed regulation have to be relied on regulation of its level sup ordinate, when a 
regulation oppose against regulation of sup ordinate  do the regulation remain to validate 
and can be gone into effect. dispute of authority that between KPI  and Government 
(Depkominfo) in fact dispute in regulation of government, is not dispute in code law, so 
that there is mistake in proffering of suing to Law court constitution raised by KPI. 

 
Research of law ( legal [of] research) this use approach of legislation  (approach statute), 
approach of case, ( approach case) and approach of concept (approach conseptual). 
Source of used law materials cover the source of materials punish materials source and 
primary punish sekunder  
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